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Abstract. Computer games are widely recognised for the attention they get
from their players. Beyond mere games are serious games — games created to
teach specific subjects or concepts. Arguably, two of the most addictive mech-
anisms in serious games are: the scoring design – the design of who gets what
and how, and the game interface (or graphics). These mechanisms have been
proven to increase the interest of gamers in such games, balancing their learning
experience with the fun. Quiz systems on the other hand, are mere educational
tools with little or no interesting devices. In this paper, we have proposed a
new classification for some mid-point between serious games and quiz systems;
suggesting an “equilibrium” by adding some fun and keeping the educational
content in quiz systems. We have also reported the development of a new quiz
system designed using the proposed category called Abeced. Abeced is designed
with game-like interactive feedback mechanisms for testing students on factual
contents across different subjects. Abeced, mimicking most serious games, is de-
signed with an interesting interface and a voice feedback to enhance students’
learning experience. We have shown that users found Abeced more interesting
because of its embedded game-like features.
Keywords: Game-like quiz, serious games, quiz systems, Abeced.
1 Introduction
A game can be described as any form of activity that involves a set of laydown rules or
principles where the game players compete for a winner using skills and knowledge in
attempts to achieve a certain goal [31]. Serious games are games that are purposefully
designed to educate the player on specific topics at the game time [7,26]. These type
of games have been reported to be successful in recent years [5], taking the advantage
of game addiction (or interest) [35] of students (or gamers) to disseminate educational
2content and also used in teaching many topics with increasingly new designs for teach-
ing.
The impact of this category of games cannot be overemphasised. However, creating
games for learning is an expensive adventure [17] and often, players tend to be carried
away with the fun in such games and end up not learning much content as intended by
the game designers. A quiz system, on the other hand, is a system commonly used in
education [32]. It has a different impact on students. That is, it can be used to measure
the students understanding about what they have learned, and also used to measure
the standard of what is been learned. A traditional quiz system is regarded as boring
and too formal by many students [20]. Quizzes also have a fear factor to it, the feeling
and nervousness of writing formal examinations. This makes quizzes not often fun to
take [25].
Perhaps it is a good idea to find a point between serious games and quizzes where
the best of both worlds can be packaged in a box? Let us call this point the inter-
section of game and quiz. This paper introduces the bridging of serious games with
quizzes and also reports the development of a new game-like quiz system called Abeced
that demonstrates the implementation of this idea. Abeced, unlike a conventional quiz
system, is enhanced with three major game-attributes, namely: scoring design, inter-
active graphical user interface (GUI) and voice feedback. The scoring design uses a
fuzzy function that determines the percentage of similarity of the user’s answer to
the system’s answer using the Levenshtein distance algorithm. Based on the similarity
calculated, Abeced awards points to the user. The user’s point per answered question
is therefore not a Boolean score (right or wrong) but a fuzzy score ranging from 0 to 100.
The following are the contributions of this paper. We have:
1. proposed a new category for classifying game-like quiz systems,
2. suggested that quiz systems can be creatively designed using the proposed category
— giving quizzes game-like features and,
3. developed a new interactive quiz system that aids the learning of factual contents
using the new category.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 discusses the introduction. Section 2
describes the background to this work and related work. Section 3 presents the proposed
category. Section 4 presents Abeced (the first quiz system designed with our category).
Section 5 presents the implementation of the Abeced. Section 6 presents the evaluation
of the proposed system. Section 7 presents the conclusion and future work.
2 Background and Related Work
How “serious”, and how fun is it to learn with a conventional learning system? The
idea of making learning systems fun is not new [4], in fact, it has given birth to a
new research domain called serious games [18,29,26]. Serious games can be a virtual
environment, simulations, digital games or mixed reality amongst others that allow in-
teractions among players through gameplay, influence, responsive narrative/story, and
3experience to convey meaning [23].
Recently, interest in serious games has increased. Serious games use the principle of
solid game design with aim of entertaining e.g. to train or educate [33]. In education,
the aim of this type of game is in twofold: to be educational and to be entertaining. In
this view, serious games are modelled to be appealing and attractive to students, game
players and commercial games with the purpose of meeting certain educational goals.
These make the assessment of a serious game be more of educational inputs and fun
inputs [5]. Since the aim of having a system that utilises entertainment and learning
is also the objective of serious games, one could say that serious games present some
aspect of edutainment. Micheal and Chen [26] opposed this, suggesting that there is
more to serious games than just edutainment. The distinction that [26] made about the
aim of a serious game is that it goes beyond conventional way/mode of teaching and
learning is that serious games use differ from those of older edutainment media. Also,
they highlighted another point, edutainment ideas mostly are designed for a specific
group of audience i.e. school children, whereas serious games can be used by any group
of audience.
Most research done in the area of serious games and edutainment, however, agree
that there is more to serious games than just edutainment i.e. edutainment games are a
subset of serious games [14,28]. In this paper, the idea of serious games will be used to
make quiz systems fun. A quiz system can be described as a type of mind sport or game
where the players try to provide the right answer. In some countries, this system is seen
as a brief assessment for measuring the development of skills, abilities, and knowledge
in educational sectors [34]. In this paper, we move slightly away from serious games —
in terms of entertainment — to a mid-point between serious games and quiz systems;
thereby making quiz systems more fun.
A generic decomposition of games into aspects suggests that they contain, majorly:
a story (or writing), a virtual world (where the game takes place and its gameplay or
rules of play), some content (what the game is about), levels (the difficulty split of
the game), scoring (who gets what and how), system (the software of the game), and
user-interface (what the player sees) [24,15,9]. If quiz systems are to have features from
any of the listed aspects, it cannot be a story or a virtual world for a simple reason that
those features strictly exist in games. However, a quiz may have content, the system
(the software of the quiz), and a game-like user interface. This work has proposed a new
quiz called Abeced with game-like scoring design and user-interface/feedback system.
Designing a quiz system this way for the purpose of making it more interesting is what
we have classified as a new category.
Why is it important to make quiz systems fun? There are quite a number of sources
that suggest that computer and video game addiction is real [36] and can be used for
creating a fun learning system, specifically games [4]. This idea can be extended to quiz
systems as shown later in this paper, this will likely increase the interest of students in
taking quizzes. There are a number of related research in serious games and quiz sys-
tems. Rodrigo Monteiro et al., [21] provides an additional support system for learning
4and teaching medicine. In this system, a serious game is incorporated into numerous
computing devices, this game is used for simulating cases in the hospital in order to
access student knowledge. The system has gamification features used to motivate the
users. Johnson and Shumin [16], performed an experiment to know the students that
learn best with the Tactical Language and Culture Training System (TLCTS). TLCTS
is a user-friendly system that helps users improve their spoken communication skills
and aids learning of foreign culture and language. This system is a type of serious game
that brings together interactive lessons and game experience.
Pasin and Giroux [27], designed a new simulation game and described its impact
on operations management education, and Klopfer et al., [19] proposed Brain Age 2
— a handheld console game for teaching arithmetic. Other serious games can be found
in [6,40,37,38,30]. There are a number of television shows that are structured in an
interactive manner, posting questions to players and giving rewards as well as feedback
based on their performance. Examples of such TV shows is who wants to be a mil-
lionaire [8]. Similarly, a number of electronic quizzes are available online3. This paper
adopts ideas from string matching using Levenshtein distance [22,3,39,13] and Fisher-
Yates shuffle algorithm [2].
The Levenshtein distance between two strings a, b is given by La,b (|a|, |b|) where:
La,b(p, q) =

max(p, q) if min(p, q) = 0
min

La,b(p− 1, q) + 1
La,b(p, q − q) + 1
La,b(p− 1, q − 1) + 1(ap 6=bp) otherwise
The indicator function is represented by L(ap 6=bq) and it is equal to 0 when ap = bq,
and equal to 1 otherwise. Deletion can be done by using the first element (from a to
b), insertion is done by using the second and match or mismatch is done by using the
third.
The questions this paper addresses are listed below:
1. how can we make quiz systems interesting to users (or students) without necessarily
turning such systems into serious games?
2. how do we classify systems such that are neither games nor quiz systems?
To answer these questions we have proposed a new game-quiz category that moves a
step away from conventional quiz systems and a step closer to serious games, suggesting
that there maybe possible gains from optimising the design of quiz systems for fun
rather than student assessment.
3 The Game and Quiz System
The major contribution of this paper is the suggestion of a new category (i.e. the
intersection of game and quiz ) for the development of quiz systems. The proposed cat-
egory suggests a paradigm shift from the conventional way of designing quiz systems
3 http://www.addictinggames.com/
5by adding interesting elements to their designs. By doing so, the systems can “sit” be-
tween conventional quiz systems and serious games as illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1
describes the different category of learning and game system with respect to the fun
and educational content included in the design of such systems. Extremely fun games
Fig. 1. Fitting game-quiz between Serious Games and Quiz Systems
(leftmost in Figure 1) have no educational content at all in their design but contain
intense fun (or entertainment) — an example of such game is FIFA by EA Sports
[1], fun puzzle games (such as chess [10]) have low educational content as they teach
strategy and rules of play of the real world game, serious games teach any embedded
content and considerably have average content and average fun, the proposed system
is expected to have lesser fun compared to serious games but should also enforce more
content similar to quiz systems, and finally, quiz systems often exclude any fun with
intense educational content. We proceed and define more terms for further reference.
In Table 1, we show the following:
– Background Story — a set of occurrence usually leading up to the storyline. These
stories are often presented to the gamers chronologically or otherwise, partially or
in full, as the crucial story unfolds.
– Graphics — The look and feel of the game.
– Gameplay — the activities game developers uses to motivate and keep the gamers
engaged to finish each level of the game and the whole game.
– Feedback — most games provides players with a good feedback on their results,
style of play and actions. These help them to rate their abilities and performance
and think of how they can improve them.
– Learning Content — this is what is learnt by playing the game.
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7Compositionally, Table 1 shows what should be left out of (or put in) to the new
system designs? thereby presenting the exact definition and proposal towards the design
of our systems in terms of game and educational features. If too many game features
are driven in, then it becomes a game; similarly, if too much formality is maintained, it
remains a quiz. Therefore, our system makes it conceptual selection from an intersec-
tion of game and educational features as shown in Table 1. With Table 1, we propose
that the proposed category should not contain game stories, gameplay, formal interface
or Boolean marking. However, they should contain some graphics, lots of textures or
sound, game scoring engine, some goal of play (that reflects some performance metrics,
inspiring users to improve), and lots of learning content. The system is aimed at im-
proving the fun in quiz systems; the first system developed as a prototype is presented
in the next section of this paper.
4 Abeced: Designing the First Game-quiz System
Abeced is a proof of concept, showing the practicability of the newly proposed category.
As discussed in the previous section, the proposed category gets rid of some features
in games (such as stories and gameplay) and drives in some quiz-level of seriousness
beyond serious games. The design of Abeced is shown in Figure 2. Abeced prompts the
user for credentials (username and password), verifies the credentials from the database
(i.e. user’s table) at the back end. The user is then granted access to the quiz system
and required to select a category of the quiz to be taken (quizzes are organised into
categories in the pool or repository of questions and answers).
The user’s selected category is used in querying the quiz repository and questions
and answers are fetched from the repository based on the category’s primary key (a
primary key that distinguishes all categories). The questions and answers are loaded
into the quiz engine and administered to the user, one quiz question at a time. The
user supplies an answer based on the question, and the answer is verified with the
fuzzy scoring module. Based on the correctness of the answer, the user is given a rich
feedback using the system engine. We hereby present a breakdown of Abeced in terms
of its components, namely: fuzzy scoring design, content, and feedback design.
Fuzzy Scoring Design Abeced uses a fuzzy scoring design that does not score a ques-
tion “correct” or “wrong” (Boolean score) but compares the system’s answer to the
user’s answer using the Levenshtein distance algorithms, treating every response
as a string response.
The fuzzy set for scoring in Abeced is as follows:
F (Score[0, 100]) = {excellent, very good, good, passed, failed}.
Content Design Abeced uses a predefined repository of factual contents structured
as questions and answers, covering a wide range of subjects such as current affairs,
history, art, and science. These Q & As are the challenges posed by the system,
displayed to the user at real-time via the game-like interface. The user is prompted
to enter the number of questions they want to attempt and questions are randomly
selected from the repository of Q&As using the Fisher-yates shuffle algorithm [12].
8Fig. 2. Flow diagram for Abeced’s Design
For each question displayed in turn, the user is further prompted to supply an
answer which is verified against the stored templates.
Feedback Design The feedback screen for Abeced is a quintuple, (I, Fc, Rc, Vc, Rt),
where, I is the displayed smiley image; Fc is the font colour of the feedback, R is
the inferred recommendation based on user’s performance, Vc is the voice feedback
and Rt is the user’s overall rating. These sets are further enumerated below.
1. I = {“Double thumbs up”, “single thumb up”, “grin”, “surprise”, “tongue out”}
2. Fc = {“Blue”, “Green”, “Deep Pink”, “Magenta”, “Red”}
3. R = {“Excellent Performance! Y ou′ve mastered this subject.”, “V ery Good
Performance! Y ou′re getting used to this subject.”, “Good Performance!
There are lots of misses though.”, “Y our performance is just OK! Y ou
missed too many facts.”, “Poor Performance! Y ou should go back and
study more.”}
4. Vc = {“Bravo!”, “Good job”, “Not so smart huh?”, “Mockery Laughter”}
5. Rt = {“Legend”, “Expert”, “Professional”, “Wannabe”, “Amatuer”}
9The image feedback gives a graphical feedback to the users. As shown in Table
2, the double thumbs up maps to excellent performance, single thumb up to very
good, grin to good, surprised to passed (the “just-made-it face”), and tongue out to
failed respectively.
Table 2. Graphical feedback to users with smiley
Double
Thumbs Up
Single
Thumbs up
Grin Surprised Tongue Out
Colour-coded feedback (Fc): Depending on the user’s performance, Abeced is de-
signed to give a customised font-colour feedback. Colour ranging from Blue to Red,
fading out as the user’s performance drops. Recommendation Feedback: Abeced also
provides textual recommendations to users based on their performance. For excel-
lent users, it simply suggests that their performance is perfect and for extremely
poor users, it suggests they study more. Voice Feedback: We have used Microsoft
Text-to-Speech4 library to produce suitable wave sounds for Abeced main events..
The produced wave sounds are played in the background after a user attempts quiz
questions. Sound is either praising or mocking the user.
Overall User Rating Abeced also rates users’ performance on an overall scale. The
user gets an overall feedback, in the form of a title, based on how they are doing
within the system. The highest title is “Legend”, given to users whose overall points
are above 90% and above, the lowest is amateur, for users with points lower than
40%.
5 Implementation
We have implemented Abeced as a windows form application using the .Net Framework
libraries and few other technologies (such as SQLite Databases, Telerik Controls [11]).
Figure 4 shows the Abeced game-quiz system at runtime where the user is asked the
question where a university is located. The user attempted to answer with “Johannes-
burg” but misspelled it. The fuzzy scoring then computed the Levenshtein distance
between the model answer and the user’s answer and returns a value. The returned
value is used in scoring and providing a robust feedback to the user. In this example,
the user was scored 75 points in Figure 5. After the entire quiz, the user is provided
4 A speech synthesiser that can be used with systems that uses the Microsoft Speech Server
or API
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with a comprehensive feedback as shown in Figure 6. Figure 3 provides the user access
to select a quiz category. From the figure here, the user selected the general category
with 10 questions, after this, the user clicked on the start button. This interface (Fig-
Fig. 3. Abeced game-quiz: Quiz category selection
ure 3) provides the user access to select a quiz category. From the figure here, the user
selected the General category with 10 questions, after this the user clicks on the start
button.
Fig. 4. Abeced’s Quiz in progress
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Figure 4 shows the system at runtime. The user is asked the question “University of the
Witwatersrand is located in which city?” The user then attempts to give the answer
“johannesbu” instead of Johannesburg. Note the TV screen and other fancy images
displayed in this quiz. This is untraditional with other quiz systems
Fig. 5. Abeced’s interface showing user feedback
In Figure 5, we present a feedback to this user on the last question. The user scored 75
points and given a feedback of Very Good!. The correct answer was also given to the
user. Note that this user was not scored zero because they didn’t get the full spelling
right; in most quizzes, this will be a zero.
Figure 6 presents the users with overall feedback of all their activities on the system.
This includes her quiz performance (single quiz) and overall performance (all quiz
attempt). It also give the user a recommendation.
6 Evaluation of the Game-Quiz System
Using Abeced as a prototype, we carried out an online survey at University of Jo-
hannesburg and the University of the Witwatersrand to determine human perception
about the system. The survey correspondents were mostly undergraduate students.
Background information was requested on age range, gender and degree programme
registered for. In this section, we present the responses of these correspondents. We have
also requested information about the opinion of the players of Abeced with respect to
user-ability, and impact of the paradigm. The results of the survey are presented with
the charts in Figure 7.
12
Fig. 6. Abeced’s showing a comprehensive feedback
We have conducted a survey with 85 participants from the University of Johannes-
burg and the University of the Witwatersrand; both in Johannesburg, South Africa.
37.2% of these participants are between 17 and 20 years of age, while 46.5% of our audi-
ence are between the age of 21 and 25. Other participants are minorities that are either
less than 17 years old or older than 25 years; hence, in the range of 16.3% of the sample
population. This implies that the majority of the audience are young, game-engaging
users. With 67.9% male respondents, and 32.1% female respondents, we confirm that
gamers or electronic users mostly of male than female users — this is as documented
by many other sources. Our correspondents are registered for one degree or another
at one of the above stated universities. 86% of our correspondents are registered for a
bachelor’s degree; and about 4.7% are registered for a postgraduate degree (Masters
and PhD’s) at both universities (see Figure 7(a)). Other candidates are registered for
diplomas, and other degrees. Many correspondents, about 61.6% agreed clearly that
the quiz was fun to fiddle with; with 38.4% staying neutral (see Figure 7(b)). 73.3%
claimed that they could learn a thing or two from Abeced (see Figure 7(c)). With a
comparative bias in mind, about 95.4% agreed or stayed neutral that Abeced is more
fun than a conventional quiz system — this is shown in Figure 7(d). 74.4% agreed
that the interface of Abeced is more user-friendly, with even 19.8% staying neutral at
a pal with quiz systems (see Figure 7(e)). Abeced’s scoring/feedback was regarded as
more helpful by our correspondents with 72.1%, implying that the scoring of the new
category was a lot efficient (see Figure 7(f)).
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(a) Distribution of the degree registered for
by correspondents
(b) Abeced can be educational
(c) Learning is possible with Abeced (d) Abeced is more fun than conventional
quizes
(e) Abeced interface is user friendly (f) Abeced scoring and feedback is more
helpful and encoraging
Fig. 7. Game-quiz system evaluation result
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a paradigm-shift from designing conventionally ‘bor-
ing’ quiz systems to highly interactive quiz systems with game-like features. We have
also specified precisely, how much fun and how much content makes up a our Game-
quiz system. Furthermore, we have designed and implemented the first quiz system
(Abeced) using this category. Abeced is not just a test case, but broadly a proof of
concept for the newly proposed game-quiz category. With an online survey of player’s
14
experience/exposure to Abeced, we deduced that learning is possible with Abeced, and
also more fun. In future, we hope to investigate other applications of game-quiz in
different factual contents.
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